I am asked to smuggle opium
visitors grew talkative and friendly. There would be no
difficulty for Lakistan, they said: men with relatives on the
other side could take us, and knew how to find out the day before
where the bandits might be, and how to avoid them. It was
constantly being done. All the routes are used by smugglers.
Did Shah Riza think I could be induced to smuggle across some
opium when I returned to Iraq? I could not do that, said I
decidedly: Shah Riza had already made use of my saddle-bag
to get through twelve boxes of matches and innumerable
packets of cigarette paper without my knowing it. I had no
wish to find opium there; I hoped to have plenty of crimes of
my own to organize by that time. Opium, I observed, was
an immoral thing to sell or buy. The tribesmen, who are
not given to this vice, agreed with me, and grew more friendly
still. But I was tired by this time: I took my abba, wrapped
myself in it from head to foot, and went to sleep with my
head on the saddle-bag.
The capacity for sleeping in public is one of the most useful
things one can acquire, and takes a certain amount of practice:
an abba is a help: in the midst of a crowded tent it will secure
you privacy; and after a time, the murmur of voices, discussing
you over the fire, becomes no more disturbing than the sound
of running water to dwellers by a stream.
When I woke in the late afternoon, a big man, dressed in
short loose black trousers and a striped black coat, was sitting
by the fire with three friends opposite in a row. He had a
stoop, from being so tall, and a big bony face with a fine
brow spoilt by a scar: it was handsome but for a look of un-
controlled violence about it, and the fact that one eye was
sighdess. He was listening to Shah Rka expounding, and
Hasan's letter of introduction lay open on the ground. This
was my host, Mahmud.
He welcomed me without effusion but politely when I
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